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ABSTRACT:
Currently, the Sentinel-2 twin satellite constellation of the Copernicus program is in operational mode and generates high repeat
acquisitions at high-latitudes during polar day. These pushbroom satellites have a large field-of-view and are therefore ideal for
simultaneous extraction of glacier displacement and elevation data. In this study we showcase the capabilities of this system set-up
by generating time-series of glacier flow and elevation change over Negribreen, a tidewater glacier in Svalbard which nowadays is
in its surge phase.

1. INTRODUCTION
The Sentinel-2 twin satellite constellation is part of the
operational Copernicus monitoring system, and acquires
medium resolution imagery with a wide field-of-view of
270 kilometers over the Earth surface for most of its sun-lit
orbit. For only one satellite, its acquisition coverage at the
equator resolves in a repetition rate of 10 days. Convergence
of the orbits towards the poles cause this repetition rate to
increase, as can be seen in Figure 1. Consequently, locations
at high latitudes are observed from different angles, making
across-track photogrammetry possible.
This potential of
Sentinel-2 has been demonstrated before by non-orthorectified
images (Gaudel et al., 2017, Lacroix et al., 2018), but was
limited to the calculation of a single elevation model.
The scope of this study is to introduce an approach that can
exploit such highly redundant datasets at high latitudes, for
example to monitor rapid glacier dynamical change. We use
a surging glacier in Svalbard to demonstrate this potential
because a glacier surge has both strong lateral and vertical
changes within a short time period.
A glacier surge involves a rapid increase of glacier velocity,
which can be several orders of magnitude faster than during
its quiescent phase (Cogley et al., 2011). Surge events
are accompanied by large transfer of ice mass from the
accumulation area of the glacier towards lower elevations,
often resulting in glacier terminus advance. In Svalbard a
large fraction of the glaciers are of surge-type (Hamilton
, Dowdeswell, 1996). Such classifications come from the
observation that surge events seem to occur episodically on
multiple glaciers. Sometimes the interval is semi-periodic
(Eisen et al., 2005), but because of the long separation time
(which can be in the order of several decades), not much is
known about surges characteristics or changes thereof. When
sufficient topographic data is available, the build-up of mass
in the accumulation area during quiescence can be detected
through elevation differencing and indicate surge susceptibility
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Figure 1. Illustration of the amount of times a point can
be seen from the different orbits of Sentinel-2.
beforehand (Sund et al., 2009).
Recently a large glacier on Olav V Land in Northeast
Spitsbergen has started to surge (Strozzi et al., 2017). The
Negribreen glacier system has surged at least twice before,
around 1870 and in 1935 (Lefauconnier , Hagen, 1991).
Knowledge about specific characteristics of these previous
surges is limited, though recent multibeam bathymetry in front
of the glacier reveals the surge extent of the last event seems
to have overridden the previous surge remnants (Ottesen et al.,
2017).
In this study we investigate the possibility of simultaneously
extracting horizontal velocity and vertical elevation change
through time from a large collection of repeat multi-angle
satellite images. Both parameters are partially independent, as
the surface displacement may not reflect the topographic bulge
of mass transfer (sometimes described as kinematic wave)
often associated with surge events. During a surge, both of
these processes may occur at different velocities (Raymond,
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1987). Hence, this makes the formulation photogrammetrically
time-dependent and multi-temporal, as the two signals are
super-imposed. To our knowledge this is the first demonstration
of such a set-up, but is within the same family of work as
(Kaufmann , Ladstädter, 2004, Li et al., 2017), though with
different base data and assumptions.

(Westerweel , Scarano, 2005). The search range applied is 2560
meters (28 pixels), has three layers where the final template size
is 320 meter (25 pixels), which is also the separation distance
between different templates.

2. DATA
A total of 246 images from the Sentinel-2 archive over
Negribreen where manually selected and these are (partly)
cloud free and taken during the polar days of 2016, 2017
or 2018. Data is acquired from eight unique relative orbits
due to orbit convergence close to the poles (see Table 1),
which produces redundant images taken from different zenith
distances and with varying satellite bearings (azimuth).
Displacements are matched between all possible pairs of
cloud-free images that are within 100 days time separation.
The network of displacements can be separated into three
distinct graphs, because of the polar night and the limit of
maximum desired time separation. This results in a total
of 7763 displacement fields (see Figure 2) and groups of
1070, 2866, 3827 for the different graphs of 2016 to 2018,
respectively. The increase in pairs over time is related to the
launch of Sentinel-2B on the 23rd Jan. 2015, its transfer from
commissioning phase towards operational and the start of the
data transfer through the European Data Relay System.

bearing
φ [deg]

zenith
θ [deg]

009
038
052
066
081
095
109
138

-136.4
-126.9
-134.0
-141.1
-124.5
-131.7
-138.7
-129.3

-2.1
+7.5
+0.4
-7.8
+9.6
+2.9
-4.9
+5.3

Table 1. Mean acquisition angles over Negribreen from
different relative Sentinel-2 orbits.
3. METHODOLOGY
Here we adopt the formulation of pushbroom photogrammetry
as in (Altena , Kääb, 2017) but extend parameter estimation
with a time dependent elevation bias. In this way the vertical
difference and horizontal displacement can be formulated as,
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Figure 2. Temporal distribution of velocity fields. The
shaded gray regions denotes the polar night when optical
imagery is not available. Because of the limited timespan
of 100 days, three distinct time periods are formed.
Sentinel-2 data is available in orthorectified form, and are
orthorectified using (by necessity) an outdated elevation model
(DEM) that does typically not represent glacier surfaces
correctly due to their significant changes over time or steep
topography(Kääb et al., 2016, Altena , Kääb, 2017, Ressl ,
Pfeifer, 2018). Therefore, Sentinel-2 data can be considered to
be pseudo-orthophotos (Kaufmann , Ladstädter, 2004) for the
application of glacier monitoring. Here we use standard image
matching procedures (Leprince et al., 2007), in a pyramid
structure and with an intermediate post-processing procedure

In this formulation the system of equations is ill-posed; there
are more unknowns than measurments. When four images are
included and all are matched with each other, then theoretically,
this system can be solved (n(n − 1) > 2n − 1 where n is the
amount of images). Hence, the construction of the equations
given in Eq. 1 can be placed into a larger matrix system as
follows,
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Figure 3. Estimated daily velocity of the Negribreen
glacier system for April 2018.

Figure 4. Orthorectification bias (δh, in equation2) over
Negribreen glacier system for April 2018.

Recently time-series of displacement estimates from optical
remote data has moved from pair-wise snapshot analysis
towards network inversion (Bontemps et al., 2018, Altena
et al., 2019), with networks formulated as above (though
neglecting the geometric component C).
However, the
variance of the displacement estimates are non-Gaussian with
heavy tails, consequently ordinary least squares estimation
is not practical. When in addition the redundancy number is
low, post-processing based on consensus voting might be best
(Altena et al., 2019). While with a well connected network of
displacements implementation of more advanced robust solvers
is possible (Hadhri et al., 2019). Though for this show case, the
measurement vector is substantially large (n > 1000), as well
as, the amount of unknown parameters, which is unfavorable
for least squares adjustment, as large matrices need to be
inverted. Furthermore, a considerable amount of noise can be
present, thus forcing one to use costly optimization methods.
For these reasons we applied an adapted RANSAC (Fischler
, Bolles, 1981) procedure instead. However, one downside of
this methodology is that it hampers the possibility to weight
the adjustment through, for example, their time separation.

flow occurrs on Petermannbreen, a smaller tidewater glacier to
the south which is not anymore connected to this glacier system.
The orthorectification bias (δh), i.e. elevation differences in
respect to the reference elevation model, for the spring of 2018
(Figure 4) provides a strong alternating signal of draw down
and elevation increase is present on Negribreen. For the interior
of Negribreen a slight but clear negative elevation bias is
present. At the glacier snout there is a clear elevation increase,
in the location which used to be stagnant ice. The elevation
increase is confined to a straight funnel, but a strong positive
signal is also present at the calving front of Rembebreen. This
sharp contrast does co-align with the coastline before the surge
initiated. Other elevation increases can be seen at the snout
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4. RESULTS
NEGRIBREEN

Negribreen (78.5◦ N 19.1◦ E) is a 964 km2 polythermal
tidewater glacier in which a large portion of the glacier bed
is located below sea level (Dowdeswell et al., 1984). The
glacier tongue was stagnant prior to 2016 as horizontal velocity
is practically inexistent. This suggests the tongue may have
been frozen to the bed, as shown in other tidewater glacier
surges (Nuth et al., 2019).

REMBEBREEN

PETERMANNBREEN

The active surge of Negribreen experiences the greatest flow
(change) in the lower part of the glacier, as is shown in Figure 3.
Resulting in a terminus advance of a couple of kilometers.
Surrounding glaciers have considerably lower velocities and
do not seem to be influenced by the surge. The only other fast

Figure 5. Elevation difference between Apr. 2014 Aug. 2017, from ArcticDEM strip data.
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of Petermannbreen and a partial uplift seems to occur on the
lower parts of Ordonnansbreen.
These velocity and elevation patterns reflect the mechanisms
described by (Nuth et al., 2019), in which a frozen glacier
tongue hinders ice transport.
After the glacier tongue
destabilized in the spring of 2016, elevations have lowered
in the accumulation area of Negribreen. However, the surge
presently does not seem to influence other glaciers within
the same system, except potentially the build-up of stagnant
ice on Ordonnabreen. At the confluence of Negribreen with
its neighboring Akademikarbreen and Rembebreen, surface
slopes will increase due to elevation loss in the upper part of
Negribreen. The resulting increase in driving stress might also
be an agent to trigger surge instabilities on these glaciers, if
this will be the case needs to be seen.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this study we explore the possibility of simultaneous
estimation of surface displacement and elevation change.
This is accomplished with Sentinel-2 data, a high-repeat
medium-resolution pushbroom satellite. The methodology
is tested over a glacier in Svalbard, which recently entered
a highly dynamic flow regime. Initial results hint towards a
slow build-up of mass behind the glacier tongue followed by a
sudden release. This caused backward propagation of velocity
increases up-glacier, but its influence kept constrained to a
narrow outlet. However, at the time of writing processing of the
time-series is still happening, and interpretation and checking
of our results is still necessary and envisioned. Though our
initial results seem trustworthy as independent spaceborne
elevation models (Porter et al., 2018) show similar spatial
patterns and magnitudes, as can be seen in Figure 5. However,
the sign of elevation difference is different for Petermannbreen,
this might be due to a difference in timespan between the
elevation data which are here compared and associated glacier
dynamics prior to 2014. Unfortunately, the elevation data of
WorldView is currently not covering the full glacier basin,
neither is data available for 2018, yet.

however this is not the case for this integrated set-up. The
set-up of this methodology is most suited for High Arctic
glaciers, as at these high latitudes overlap is prominent (see
Figure 1). Though this technique is still applicable in the lower
Arctic, such as mainland Norway and Alaska, as the maximum
intersection angle stays constant. This wide angle field of
view for Sentinel-2 in combination with its medium resolution
pixel resolution is essential for establishing a favorable
base-to-height relation. While other popular sun-synchronous
systems have less favorable configurations for the demonstrated
photogrammetric extraction, as is listed in Table 2.
Another essential element for succes of this implementation is
the improved absolute geo-referencing of Sentinel-2, especially
in respect to older satellite systems. In our implementation we
assume the lateral displacements can be solely attributed to
ortho-rectification caused by an outdated elevation model and
glacier movement. While for older satellites this co-registration
has to be done on neighboring stable terrain (Rosenau et al.,
2015, Fahnestock et al., 2016), or through stacking (Altena ,
Kääb, 2017), which would introduce an additional constrain
within our system of equations. Hence given the advanced
instrumentation of Sentinel-2, but also its high repeat,
wide-angle and medium pixel resolution, this configuration
occupies a sweet spot for monitoring of short term glacier
dynamics in the Arctic.
Satellite system

Resourcesat-2
Landsat 8
Sentinel-2
SPOT-5
PlanetScope

Geometric
characteristics
Height Width
[km]
[km]
817
705
786
832
420

140
185
290
60
20

Pixel
[m]
23.5
15
10
5
3

Retrieval
precision
0.5px 0.1px
[m]
[m]
137
57
27
69
63

27
11
5
13
12

Table 2. Expected highest precision achievable for height
retrieval through different sun-synchronous satellites.
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